Abstract-Annotation is the process of supplementing data with additional information that was not part of the actual observation, but reflects post-facto comments and associations made by a user who analyzes the data. While annotation management systems are emerging in the field of relational data, such systems for scientific applications, where there is a wide heterogeneity in the types of annotable data, are almost nonexistent. In this demonstration paper, we describe Graphitti, a tool that (i) allows a user to annotate a wide variety of scientific data, and (ii) allows a user to query data and their annotations in a seamless manner.
I. INTRODUCTION
Informally, annotation has been described as the process of superimposing information on an existing database [7] . Often, this additional information was not originally intended to be a part of the collected data, and hence no data or schema structure was designed to hold it. Annotating data is a very common practice in science, where scientists would literally "mark" experimental observation with comments, and often use annotations to share their opinions in a collaborative study. As larger scale experiments are conducted and larger collaborations are formed, management of the annotated data becomes a serious challenge.
In recent times, the emerging importance of annotation in scientific data management has been recognized by the Information Management community, leading to a variety of research in annotation management such as [5] , [2] , [6] , [3] , [8] . However, these efforts mostly center around more traditional forms of data like relational tables and XML documents. Graphitti Annotation Model. In Graphitti we have focused on a different aspect of annotation management for scientific data, that presents its own challenges. We consider the problem of creating an annotation platform where a scientist can create and search through annotations on the widely heterogeneous types of data that they produce. Thus, DNA sequences, molecular interaction graphs, 3D models of proteins, images showing expressions of a protein, would all get annotated with a comment, or a reference to a known piece of knowledge; sometimes an annotation will depict a newly discovered correlation between two different pieces of data. In all cases, the annotation will construct a "marked" portion of data object, and attach a set of marked object portions to an annotation. From this perspective, we consider an annotation as a "linker object" that connects the annotation content (i.e., the comment itself) to one or more annotation referents (i.e., the object figure 1) ; it is the connection structure" that associates the substructures of all other types of data. Graphitti addresses several challenges of annotation specified in [1] The data objects and their metadata are modeled as typespecific relations stored in a relational database-thus DNA sequences, protein sequences, images etc. all have their metadata stored in separate tables. The raw actual data is also stored in the same tables in their native formats. The annotated substructures of the primary data are stored in a collection of interval trees for ID data (e.g. sequences) and a collection of R-tree for 2D and 3D data (e.g., image regions). Simple techniques are used to keep the number of the index structures small. A single interval tree is created per chromomosome instead of per annotated DNA sequence; regions all brain images of the same resolution are referenced with respect to the same brain coordinate system, and placed in a single R-tree, and so forth. Some of the operations will apply on all substructures (called SUBX below) in our purview:
ifOverlap : SUB-X x SUB-X -{0, 1}, which returns true if the two substructures overlap. Some other operators will only operate on substructures that have specific properties. next SUB-X H-SUB-X is applicable on data types for which there is a strict ordering on the domain; it returns the sub-structure encountered next in the ordering input substructure. The semantics of "next" depends upon the data types.
intersect: SUB-X x SUB-X -SUB_X, which returns the intersection of two SUB-X. This operation is valid for convex data types such as sequences and rectangles. Quite often, scientists use a common vocabulary or ontology to ensure their term references are compatible. In Graphitti we use OntoQuest [4] where ontologies are modeled as graphs whose nodes correspond to terms and edges are domainspecific quantified binary relationships between term pairs. An annotation only points to ontology nodes. Common operations on ontologies include: CI: C H-1+, returns the set of all instances of a concept. CRI: C x R H-1+ returns the set of all instance of a concept by relation R. CmRI: C x R+ H-1+ returns the set of all instances of a concept c C C restricted to a set of relation types. mCmRI C+ * R+ H-1+ returns the all the instances reachable via any concepts from a set using only edges from R+. SubTree(X, RI): Returns the subtree under X restricted to edge relation RI.
SubTree(X, RI) -SubTree(Y, RI): If Y is a descendent of X, then this operation returns the subtree under X minus the subtree under Y restricted to relation RI. The a-graph structure that connects nodes of the XML annotation trees to (i) nodes of the interval trees and R-trees and (ii) ontology nodes. It is implemented in a directed labeled multigraph data structure we have developed, and serves as a general-purpose "labeled join index". The two primitive operations on the a-graph are: path(nodel, node2): that returns a path between the given nodes connect(nodel, node2 ,.. .): that returns a connection subgraph intervening the given nodes. Query Processing. Queries in Graphitti are essentially graph queries that resemble SPARQL expressions extended to handle (i) XQuery-like path expressions on a-graphs, (ii) type-specific predicates on interval trees, (iii) XQuery fragments to retrieve fragments of annotation. The result of a query can be (a) a collection of heterogeneous substructures (b) fragments of XML documents and (c) connection subgraphs. The query processor operates by separating subqueries that belong to the different types of data elements, finding a feasible order among these subqueries, and collating partial results from these subqueries into a set of type-extended connection subgraphs. At this point no further optimizations are performed. The user queries are posed through the GUI shown in Figure 3 , and translate directly to a query expression.
III. THE DEMONSTRATION The Graphitti system is a Java-based application that displays three tabbed panels for creating annotations, querying annotations and system administration. We describe the first two here with a virology and a neuroscience application. Annotation Tab. The annotation tab, shown in Fugure 2 consists of three panels.
The top part of the left panel presents a search window containing a menu button for each kind of data registered to the system for the Avian Influenza study. In the demonstration we will show DNA sequeces, RNA sequences, multiple sequence alignment structures, phylogenetic trees, interaction graphs and relational records -a representative subset of the types of data used in the study. The search window displays a form to query the specific data type. The search window in Figure  2 shows the query form for DNA sequences. The bottom part of the right panel shows a result window that displays search results. The user would browse through these results and locate a biological object she wants to annotate. Once the object is selected for annotation, the sequence can be dragged to the upper part of the central panel to perform the annotation.
The central panel has a number of menus for marking the substructures of different structures. For a sequence, the user chooses a linear interval marker and marks the start and end points of all subintervals that would be referred to by a single annotation. Similarly, there are block set markers for relational records. The lower part of the central panel shows the annotation structure. As the use searches for and drags each referent of the new to-be-committed annotation into the upper part of the central panel, the annotation structure at the bottom gets filled in. The XML text of the annotation content is written directly into the annotation structure at the bottom of the center panel.
The right panel of the annotation tab holds one or more ontologies (Figure 2 shows two). The user browses the ontology class structure with OntoQuest, selects a node, and then chooses "insert" from a menu to add an ontology reference. After the annotation gets created, the user may view it as an XML-structured object (and edit it if needed) before it is committed to the annotation storage. Query Tab. The query tab also has three panels -the leftmost panel is the query formulation panel, the central panel is the result viewer panel and the right panel is called the correlated data viewer panel. The typical query mode follows a "search, browse and explore" paradigm where the user first issues a query to find a number of data objects, and then browses through them to retrieve detailed metadata information stored in the relational system, and then explores associated objects (e.g., what other annotations have been made on this sequence).
The query formulation panel, designed for biologist users, allows one to specify whether the results of the query should be annotation contents, annotation referents, or annotation graphs. Figure 2 shows how the user may specify the query find annotated sequences of all proteins belonging to an ontological class, where 4 consecutive non-overlapping intervals in the sequence has annotations having the keyword "protease" in each of them. The user constructs an example annotation graph and places conditions on the nodes, node groups, and graphs. In the example shown the query graph consists of 5 sequence node, (one main sequence and 4 subsequences) and 4 annotation nodes. The edges from the subsequence nodes to the sequence node are labeled by the possible intersequence relationships known to the system. The condition on the annotation content ("protease" should be a substring) is specified on the left. The condition that the subsequences should be consecutive and disjoint are specified as graph constraints as shown on the left panel.
The results of the query are placed in the center panel which is organized in pages. In cases where subgraphs of the a-graph are returned as a result, each connected subgraph forms a result page. For each result object, the user may wish to see the entire witness structure (the annotations and the subsequences they annotate) -this is an example of what we call correlated data viewing, results of which appear on the right panel.
Once an a-graph fragment is returned as part of a query result, the user may wish to find related information about them. A typical request is to search for the ontology terms mapped to the objects in the result. The ontology appears in the right panel. One can then use the data object in the right panel to browse through further related results.
